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A complete menu of Rrimo Pizzeria from Ilion covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here on the menu.
For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What User

likes about Rrimo Pizzeria:
I love joeys pizza! the family know and love. always super friendly. very reasonable prices. I love their cauliflower
pizza, gluten-free subparts and gluten-free riggien! the grandmother cs sub is my favorite and I am a regular one

there for my lunch! read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or
physical limitations. What Israel Senger doesn't like about Rrimo Pizzeria:

just ordered from this place an it was terrible! asked for a mixed cold cut! they gave me ham an cheese I didn't
say mayo they loaded it ! oh by the way one piece of meat is not a sandwich tried calling them back to fix my

order an nobody answered ! 45 mins for 2 pieces of cold pizza and my sandwich wasn't right! an nobody
answers the phone to fix the problem! so sad! i remember now why i never order from you guys! i... read more.
Tasty pizza is baked hot from the oven at Rrimo Pizzeria in Ilion using a time-honored method, Of course, you
also have to try the delicious burgers, that come with sides like fries, salads, or wedges served. You can just

get one of the scrumptious sandwiches, a small salad or another snack, if you're not that hungry.
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Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN PARMESAN

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke� dishe�
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA

Ad�-On�
RANCH

Artisana� P�z�
CHICKEN BACON

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

BAR

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

PIZZA

CHICKEN BACON RANCH

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BACON

PEPPERONI

BLUE CHEESE

PARMESAN

PARMIGIANA
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00-20:30
Wednesday 11:00-20:30
Thursday 11:00-21:30
Friday 11:00-21:30
Saturday 11:00-21:30
Sunday 12:00-18:00
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